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We have pointed out that many free boundary problems may be reduced 
to find the fixed points of certain set-valued mappings, and have solved the 
free boundary problem arising in the plasma physics [7] and the free 
boundary problem of the water cone in an oil reservoir with bottom water 
[ 111, as examples. It is the purpose of this paper to develop the idea more 
extensively. In this paper, some typical free boundary problems, such as the 
obstacle problem, the seepage surface problem, the Stefan problem, the 
Elenbaas equation, etc., are all picked up into our scheme. Although most of 
them have been attacked by other methods, there are still some new things in 
our approach; especially, the multiplicity of the solutions of the Elenbaas 
equation is interesting. We prove that there are L * < 1, and two distinct 
positive solutions of the equation 
qu + c) if u > d, in L2, 
0 if u<d, 
for L E (A*, A,), where Ai is the first eigenvalue of the operator -A with O- 
Dirichlet data, and c, d are positive constants. The paper is divided into five 
parts. We state various free boundary problems in the version of differential 
equations with discontinuous non-linearities (DNDE) in Section 1. Degree 
theory of a class of compact set-valued mappings, which includes compact 
convex set-valued mappings as subclass, and has applications in analysis, is 
systematically developed in Section 2, where various fixed point theorems 
and the global bifurcation theorem are also extended. Section 3 deals with 
the connections between solutions of DNDE and fixed points of set-valued 
mappings. Applications of the fixed point theorems to the existence of the 
free boundary problems cited in Section 1 are given in Section 4. The 
multiple results are studied in Section 5. 
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1. FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS AND THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WITH 
DISCONTINUOUS NONLINEARITIES 
Roughly speaking, a differential equation with discontinuous nonlinearity 
(DNDE) may be written as 
Lu(x) = g(x, u(x)) in 0, U-1) 
where L is an elliptic or parabolic linear differential operator, the function 
4(x, t), which may be discontinuous in f, is defined on s;d x IR ‘, and Q is a 
domain in IR” with sufficiently smooth boundary. 
Many free boundary problems arising from mathematical physics may be 
stated in the form (l.l).We present some typical examples. 
EXAMPLE 1 (The obstacle problem). A membrane with fixed boundary, 
acted on by an external forcefE Lp(f2), and obstructed by a fixed obstacle 
w E IV’(Q), p > n/2, 
u E win q(Q). 
satisfying I,U JaR > 0; find the equilibrium position 
There are several statements of the problem, and one of them is to solve 
the following inequalities suggested by J. L. Lions and G. Stampacchia (cf. 
1181): 
-Au -f < 0, U-2) 
U-yl<O, (1.3) 
(-Au -f)(u - w) = 0, (1.4) 
We are going to prove 
THEOREM 1.1. A function u E Wi f7 ti@), p > n/2, satisfies 
(1.2)-(1.4) if and only if it satisJies the following DNDE: 
-Au(x) = 
1 
MWfG4 -44x)) if u(x) > w(x), (1.5) 
f(x) if u(x) < v(x). (1.6) 
Proof: Suppose u satisfies (1.2)-( 1.4). It is easy to see that (1.4) implies 
(1.6). From (1.3), we know that only U(X) < v(x) can be happening. By a 
theorem due to G. Stampacchia [24] or K. C. Chang [8], we have -Au(x) = 
- Aw(x) a.e. on the set {x E s1 ] u(x) = w(x)}. Combining this with (1.2), 
(1.5) follows. Conversely, if u satisfies (1.5) and (1.6), then (1.2) is obvious. 
In order to prove (1.3), we consider the open set U= {x E R 1 U(X) > w(x)}; 
it is seen that -A(u - w) < 0 on U. According to the generalized maximum 
principle (cf. Alexandroff [ 1 I), U(X) < v(x) for x E U. This proves U = #; 
then (1.3) follows. Combining (1.3) with (1.6), (1.4) is through. Therefore u 
satisfies (1.2)-(1.4). 
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Let L = -A and 
#(X~ 4 = Min(f(x)9 -4(x)) if 12 w(x), f(x) if t < w(x), (1.7) 
then Eq. (1.5), (1.6) is a DNDE. 
EXAMPLE 2 (Seepage surface problem). C. Baiocchi [3] has reduced the 
typical problem of findings seepage surface in a dam between two water 
reservoirs of different levels to a DNDE. The original problem is a free 
boundary problem. To find a triple {p, R, d) where 
(1) p is a continuous decreasing function: [0, a] + I? ‘, with p(a) > y, 
(2) a is the domain {(x, y) E (0, a) x (0, h) ( 0 < y < p(x)}, 
(3) 4 E C’(fi\(A, B, F, C}) n W#) satisfies the following equation: 
F A#=0 
9 IAF =YI 
Q lL?c=Y2 
FHUHC =Y 
=o 
AB UFH 
in n 
where y, = the length of AF, y2 = the length of BC, and p(a) = the length of 
BH. Passing through the Baiocchi transformation 
w(x, Y> = j-“’ {&x, t) - f } dt, 
Y 
where 
&-G Y) = 1 
!a Y) if (x, Y) E 0, 
Y if (x,Y) E [O, al X [O, h ‘I\fJ. 
The above free boundary problem is reduced to an equivalent problem: To 
find w E ?V@!) such that 
/ Aw = H(w), in (0, a) x (0, h), 
w IAF= 4(Y -YI)2~ 
w let = i<Y -YJ2, 
w iFGUGC = 0, 
\ 
w IAL' = +Y: - $ (Y: -Y:>, 
W) 
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where H(t) is the Heaviside function, which equals 1 for f > 0, 0 for t < 0. 
This is a Dirichlet problem of a DNDE on a rectangle. 
EXAMPLE 3 (STEFAN PROBLEM). Consider a container R with boundary 
r’ and F’, full of ice, and heating on the boundary r’; then the ice begins to 
melt. At the moment , the domain occupied by water is denoted by C(t). Let 
13(x, t) > 0, x E C(t), be the temperature of the water at space-time (x, t) 
which is unknown and g(x, t) = 0(x, t) I,- > 0 be given. Passing through a 
modified Baiocchi transformation 
u(x, I) = 1’ &x, s) ds, 
0 
(l-9) 
where 
/ 
K& t) if (x, t) E U C(f), 
&x, 0 = o 
t~lO.Tl 
if (x, f> E a\ U CO), 
IElO.Tl 
and let 
go(x) = b-3 0) + xcco,(x) 
where xcco, is the character function of the domain C(0). We come to the 
following DNDE (cf. Lions [ 181): 
au 
at -Au - go = -H(u), in 0 X [0, T], 
4x, 0 I r’x(0.n = 
I 0 1 
g(x, s) ds, 
45 0 I r”x(o 73 -  , 09 
I \ 24(x, 0) = 0, XER. 
(1.10) 
Then the unknown domain C(t) and the unknown function 0(x, t) can be 
obtained by solving Eq. (1.10). 
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EXAMPLE 4. (HEAT CONDUCTIVITY IN ELECTRICAL MEDIA). In a given 
domain R full of electrical media, the thermal conductivity and the electrical 
conductivity are denoted by K(x, C) and a(x, t), respectively, where x E 0 
and t denotes the temperature. Suppose that K(x, t) E Cl@ x I? ’ ), and the 
function u(x, t) may be discontinuous in t. Because the temperature 
distribution u(x) is unknown, and the differential equation describing it reads 
as 
(1.11) 
this is a DNDE as well as a free boundary problem (the jump surface of the 
electrical conductivity is unknown). 
H. J. Kuiper [ 151 has considered the Dirichlet problem of (1.11) under the 
assumptions . 
(1) a(x, t) > some given function k(x) > 0, 
(2) 4x9 4 = qdx, t) + w,(x, 0 - w*@, t), 
where u0 is a Caratheodory function, and v,(x, t), i = 1,2, are functions, 
continuous in x for fixed t and nondecreasing in c for fixed x. In addition, 
that there are at most countable jumps of the function u(x, t) in t is assumed, 
i.e., the projection on the t-line of the discontinuous et of u is a countable 
set. 
EXAMPLE 5 (ELENBAAS EQUATION). This is a free boundary problem 
arising from the temperature distribution u(x) in an electrical arc, and is a 
special case of the above example, with K = const. > 0 and 
u(x, t)= I cc if t>T, o if t<T, 
where T is a given temperature. 
Under the boundary condition 
which is a given constant, the boundary value problem becomes 
I -Au = AJ(u) f.J Ian = 0, (1.12) 
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where v = u - U, and 
with 2 = C/k. 
2. SET-VALUED MAPPINGS AND ITS FIXED POINTS 
Let Y be a Banach space and S be a metric space. A set-valued mapping 
&S-+2 ’ is said to be compact if it is upper semi-continuous (u.s.c. for 
short) and the range 4(S) is precompact in Y. Let r(Y) denote all non-empty 
closed convex subsets in Y. A mapping 4: S -+ r(Y) is said to be closed 
convex set-valued. If U is bounded open subset in Y, and f = id - 4, where 
4: a-+ r(Y) is compact, then the degree theory for f has been well 
established (cf. Lloyd [ 191). Now we shall present an extension for a specific 
class of set-valued mappings occuring in applications in analysis. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given two Banach spaces X, Y, a metric space S, and 
two mappings #i, #z. Suppose that #i : S + r(Y) is compact, and #* : Y -+ X is 
a single-valued continuous mapping; then we say 0 = & o $1 :S --f 2’ is a 
compact sequence of mappings of type I. 
Suppose that #i : S -+ T( I’) is U.S.C. with bounded o,(S), and 4,: Y + X is a 
single-valued compact mapping, which is uniformly continuous on each 
bounded subset; then we say 0 = #2 o 4,: S -+ 2x is a compact sequence of 
mappings of type II. 
Degree theory for the compact sequences of mappings of type I has been 
discussed in K. C. Chang and B. J. Jiang [9]. Now we are going to give a 
unified extension for both types. We need 
DEFINITION 2.2. Suppose that 4: S -+ 2’ and & S + Y, we say that $ is a 
s-single-valued approximation of 0, if for each x E S there are y E S and 
z E #(u) such that 
P(X, Y) < &Y 
II&> -zlly < E, 
and 
ks> = cqw), 
and we have 
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THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that 4: S -+ r(Y) is u.s.c., and E > 0; then there 
exists an e-single-valued approximation F of 4 (cJ Lloyd [ 191 and Cellina 
and Lasota [6]). 
We are going to prove 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that S, X, Y are deBned as above and that 
9=4*0(,:s+2Y+2 x is a compact sequence of mappings either type I or 
type II. Suppose that r: S-+X is continuous and satisfies the property: For 
each sequence X,, E S, if r(X,) is convergent, then there is a convergent 
subsequence of {X,,}. Furthermore, suppose that 9 b? f (S,), where f = r - 4 
and S, is a closed subset of S, and that & is an e-single-valued approx- 
imation of $1; then 8 & F( [0, l] x S,), where F(t, x) = r(x) - 
dz((l - t) J,(x) + t@,(x)) for sz.&ciently small E > 0 which depends on 4 and 
S, only. 
ProoJ Suppose that ( is a compact sequence of mappings of type II. If 
the assertion were not true, then there would be Fin’, t E [0, 11, x, E S,, 
u, E 4,(x,), y, E S, z, E (i(y,J, n = 1, 2 ,..., such that 
44 = Ml - fn> TX4 + t, 42, 
(2.3) 
Since #* is compact, and F\“‘(S) c Cti#,(S), there exist subsequences, in
which we do not change the subscripts, such that 
r(x,) -+ t* E X t,-+ t* E [O, I]. 
So x,+x* E S, (no change of the subscripts again), and then y, --t x*. For 
n large enough, we have 
h(X”) c 0,(x*) + B (s, +)Y 
hfY”)c!b(x*)+B 8,; * 
( 1 
Combining (2.3) with (2.5), 
(2.5) 
p(x,) c f&(x*) + B (4 f). 
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It implies 
(I-t,)~~‘(x,)+t,u,E~,(x*)+B e,$ ( ) 
huh h(x*)+B 69; ( ( 11 for large n. 
However #z is uniformly continuous on #,(x*) + B(B, l/n), this implies 
that for each QZ > 0, there exists N such that 
for n > N. 
Since r is continuous, t-(x*) E d2 0 4,(x*) + qe, V) for all rl > 0. 
Therefore r(x*) E 4(x*), which contradicts with the assumption 8 &f(S,). 
This proves the conclusion. 
Similarly, we prove the conclusion for the compact sequences of mappings 
of type I. I 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that 4’: o+ 2’ + 2’, i = 0, 1, are two compact 
sequences of mappings, where U is a bounded open subset in X, and let 
fi = id - d’, i = 0, 1. We say f0 and f, are homotopically equivalent with 
respect to U if there is a family of compact sequences of mappings of the 
same type, $(t, +) = &(f, .) o Q,(t, .); [0, I] x o-+ 2’ + 2x such that 
eef([o, 11 x x-4 where f(t, .) = id - #(t, .) with #j(i,.)=#j, i=O, 1, 
j= 1,2. 
If f0 is homotopically equivalent o f, , it is denoted by f0 rf, . 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that f = id - 0, where #=#2 o 4,: 
o-, 2” -+ 2’, is a compact sequence of mappings either of type I or of type II, 
and U is a bounded open subset of X. If F= & o &, where & is a s-single- 
valued approximation of #, , and let $= id - 4; then $z f whenever E > 0 is 
small enough. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that h = id - #‘, i= 0, 1, are two compact 
sequences of mappings, $’ = 4: o & : o--+ 2’ + 2x, U is a bounded open 
subset in X. Assume that @I is an e-single-valued approximation of 4:) 
i = 0, 1. If f. z fi , and E > 0 small enough, then 7, = id - $! 0 4: ~3, = id - 
4: o 8 in the single-valued mapping sense. 
Proof We want to prove that there is a family of (single-valued) 
compact field G: [0, l] x fi-+ X satisfies G(i, 0) =A, i = 0, 1, with 
8 @ G([O, I] X X-J). 
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Since $0 rfo Z fi ZJ in the set-valued homotopically equivalent sense, 
there is a family of compact sequences of mappings h@, +)=/z&, .) o 
h,(u, *): [O, 1] X v+ 2y + 2X with h(i, .) = p = #i o p,, i = 0, 1, satisfying 
ekz H([O, l] x av) where H@, x) = x - h(,u, x). 
Provided by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the s-single-valued approximation 
h,@, x) induces a homotopy: 
P(kP9 x) = Mb x) o ((1 - 2) &cp, x) + nh,Cu, x)). 
(In applying Theorem 2.2, S = [0, l] x 6, r($, x) = x, S, = [0, I] x au.) We 
have 8 66 P( (0, I] x [0, 1 ] x av) where P(A, p, x) = x - ~(1, p, x). Now we 
define 
I 
P(l - 3t, 0, x) if O<t<f, 
g(t, x) = p(O,3t - 1, x) if 4 < t < 3, 
p(3t-2,1,x) if j<t< 1,
and G(t, x) = x - g(t, x). It is easy to see 8 e G([O, 1 ] x 8U) and G(t, x) 
is a single-valued compact field with G(i, .) =& i = 1, 2. As a matter of 
fact, p( 1 - 3t, 0, x) = 3&O, x) + (1 - 3t) h@ x) = 3&O, x) + (1 - 3t) p(x), 
p(3t - 2, 1, x) = (3 - 31) K(1, x) + (3t - 2) 4’(x) and p(O,3t - 1, x) = 
&(3t - 1, x) are all single-valued. 1 
Now we can define the degree of a compact sequence of mappings 
4: o-+ 2 --t 2x. It is known that z is an equivalent relation. It classifies 
compact sequences of mappings into different homotopy classes; two 
compact sequences of mappings #‘, i = 0, 1, belong to the same class if 
f. z f, , where fi = id - #‘, i = 0, 1. Due to the fact proved in Corollary 2.1, 
in each homotopy class of compact sequence of mappings there is a single- 
valued mapping; and two single-valued mappings in the same homotopy 
class in the set-valued homotopically equivalent sense are in the same 
homotopy class in the single-valued sense, provided by Theorem 2.3. Then 
we can give 
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose that f = id - 4, where 4 = & o 4,: o-+ 2’ + 2x 
is a compact sequence of mappings with 0 &f (XJ), and U is a bounded open 
subset in X, then the Leray-Schauder degree deg(f, U, 0) is defined to be the 
Leray-Schauder degree of its e-single-valued approximation j: with E small 
enough, i.e., 
deg(J U, e) = vz deg(x U, 0). 
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For each p 6ZJ(&4), the degree deg(f, U,p) is defined to be 
deg(f -NJ, 0 
The following four properties are .basic, because they may be considered 
as axioms for the Leray-Schauder degree. A series of other properties 
follows from them. 
I. deg(id, U,p) = 1 if p E U. 
II. Suppose that U,, U, c U are disjoint open subsets in U, and that 
P @f(q(U, U U,)), then 
deg(f; U, P) = de&f, U,, P) t deg(f, U,, P). 
III. If f(t, .) = id - $(t, .), where #(t, .): [0, l] x o--+2’--+ 2X is a 
family of compact sequences of mappings of the same type; then provided 
p &ff([O, l] X all), deg(f(t, .), U,p) is independent of t E [O, 11. 
IV. If p @f(W) then 
de&L u, P) = d&f- P, U, 0). 
Except for property II, nothing needs to be proved. Regarding this 
property, no loss of generality, we only want to prove in the case p = 0. 
Since 8 rff(n(UU U,)) this implies that the s-single-valued approximation 
f’ off is homotopic to f on q(U, U U,) for E small enough. This implies 
8 @fGw4 u U*)h 
de& U, 0) = deg(f, U, e), 
and 
d&f, U,, 0) = deg(j: ui, e), i= 1, 2. 
According to the corresponding property of the Leray-Schauder degree for 
single-valued mappings, we have 
deg(x u, 8) = deg(x U, 3 e) t deg(j: u, 3 0 I 
Almost all important fixed point theorems for single-valued mappings 
arising from the degree theory have been extended to our case. The proofs 
are quite similar. 
THEOREM 2.4 (SCHAEFER). Suppose that 4 = $I~‘#, : g((8, R) + 2’ --, 2’ 
is a compact sequence of mappings for each ball B(t?, R) in X with radius R, 
then either 
(1) 4 has a fixed point or 
(2) the set E = (x E X) x E @(x), A E (0, l)} is unbounded. 
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ProoJ Assume that (2) is not true, then there is a sufficiently large R 
such that B(8, R) contains E. If there is an x E &9(8, R) such that x E d(x), 
then the proof is through; if not, then deg(id - J4, B(t9, R), 6) = const. = 1. It 
implies that there is a fixed point of 4. 
THEOREM 2.5 (KY FAN). Let X, Y be two Banach spaces and C be a 
non-empty compact convex subset in X. Suppose that ( = & 0 4,) where 
4, : C -+ P(Y) is U.S.C. and & : Y -+ X is continuous, satisfies d(C) c C; then $ 
has a fixed point. 
Proof: According to the Dugundji extension theorem, there is a 
retraction r to C. Then the map #i o Y: X-+ r(Y) is u.s.c., and 
$= (* o (#i o r) is a compact sequence of mappings of type I. Taking a big 
ball B(8, R), R > 0 large, such that Cc B(B, R), then the set E = (x E X) 
x E J&x), I E (0, l)} c B(B, R), provided by the fact J(x) = ((C) c C. The 
conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 2.4. 1 
THEOREM 2.6 (SCHAUDER). Suppose that X, Y are two Banach spaces, 
and C is a non-empty bounded closed convex subset in X. Suppose that 
$=$I”41~ where 4, : C -+ P(Y) is compact and $2: Y + X is continuous, 
satisfies $(C) c C; then $ has a jIxed point. 
Proof: Taking K = C@(C), K is a compact convex subset in C. Now 
#, : K + r(Y) is U.S.C. and 4(K) c K, and the conclusion follows from the Ky 
Fan theorem. 1 
Now we come to extend the Borsuk-Ulam theorem. We say that a subset 
S in a linear space is symmetric if -S = S; a mapping 4: S + 2’ is odd if 
y E 4(x) implies -y E ((-x) for each x E S, where S is symmetric. We say a 
sequence of mappings 4 = #2 o 4, : S + 2’ + 2’ is odd if both 4, and #2 are 
odd. 
The following theorem is an improvement of Theorem 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose that S is a symmetric closed subset containing 
the origin in a linear metric space X, and 4: S + P(Y) is odd and u.s.c., then 
for each E > 0 there is an e-single-valued odd approximation F of 4. 
Proof: According to the u.s.c., for each x E S, there exists 6, > 0 such 
that #(B(x, 6,)) c $(x) + B(B, E). Let 6, < @, < fs, 2l= (B(x, 6,) ( x E S) is 
an open covering of S; and let 9’ = { W, ) /3 E /f } be an open, locally finite, 
star refinement of ?I, with a continuous partition of unity (2, ) p E /i} 
subordinating to it (cf., for example, Dugundji [ 131); so far each p E /i, there 
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is an x6 E S such that St( IV,, 9) c B(x,, SXq), where St( W,, 9) = 
(J {u,E9( van W,##}. Define 
!m = & (&3(x) - 4k-4) z, 7 
z 
I 
E ~W,) if 19 4 B(x5, &,), 
I3 =o if 0 E B(xB , S,,). 
Obviously, & S --t Y is continuous, single-valued and odd. We are going to 
check the conditions for an s-single-valued approximation. For each x0 E S, 
let St(x,, 9) = Uy=i W,,. In case 86$ ny==, B(xo,, J+J, we have 
Wb,n (-W,,) = 0, i = l,..., n, provided by the facts WB, t St(W,,, 3’) c 
B(x,,, &,), W,,,n (-W,,> c B(.Q,, BxO1) n B(--x4,, &p,) for iJ = L..., n; and 
that B(x, S) n B(-x, S) # 0 implies 0 E: B(x, 6). Therefore -x, & Uy=, Wbi 
and lo,(-x0) = 0. From St(x,, 9) c B(x, Sy) we have 
P(XwY) < SY < E 
and Z,,E d( W,>=d(B(y,6y))c~(y)+B(e,&). However, 
m = itI 43,(x,) z,, E 4(Y) + w9 &I 
provided by the convexity of 4(y). Then we have Z E d(y) such that 
IIt&%) - ZIIY < E* 
That &x,) E C@(S) is obvious. 
In case 8 E n;=, B(x,,, BXq), 6(x,) = 8, we only want to choose y = z = 8; 
then p(xo, 0) Q p(x,,, xD,) + pi&,, 0) < 2&,, < a,, and II &G,) - z II = 8. This 
proves the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.8 (BORSUK). Suppose that U is a symmetric bounded open 
subset containing the origin in a Banach space X, and 4 = & 0 ), : l?+ 
2’ + 2’ is a compact odd sequence of mappings, which has no fixed point 
on ZJU, then 
deg(id - ), U, t9) = odd. 
Proof. Combining Theorem 2.2 with Theorem 2.7, we know that the odd 
e-single-valued approximation id - d is homotopic to id - 4 for sufficient 
small E > 0. Since dist(f3, (id - &(aU)) = 6 > 0, we have a finitely dimen- 
sional odd approximation Fe of $ with E < a//2, which is also homotopic to 
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4 dist(0, (id - &(W)) > 6 - E > S/2 > 0. Provided by the finitely dimen- 
sional Borsuk theorem, we have 
deg(id - (, U, 8) = deg(id - $, U, 0) 
= Did - Je, U lXE, 0) 
= odd, 
where X, is a finitely dimensional subspace in X. I 
Due to the Dugundji extension theorem, each closed convex subset C of a 
normed linear space X is a retract of X, the Leray-Schauder degree theory 
has been extended. For every bound subset U which is open relative to C and 
every compact map #:0-t X which has no fixed points on &!J (in the relative 
topology), there exists the Leray-Schauder degree: deg,(id - #, U, 8) = 
deg(id - 4 o r, B, n r-‘(U), 19), where r is the retraction of C, and R is a 
sufficiently large real number, B, is the ball with radius R centered at the 
origin (cf. Amann [2]). 
Using Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 again, we extend the degree deg, to compact 
sequences of mappings # = $2 0 $, , where (i: C+T(Y) and )r: Y-+X. The 
degree deg, has the same properties I-IV as the Leray-Schauder degree deg. 
The proofs are routine and we omit them. 
In the sequ_el, C is always taken to be a closed convex cone in a normed 
linear space X with vertex 0, which is denoted by P. 
The following theorems, whose proofs depend only on the properties of 
Leray-Schauder degree, remain true for compact sequences of mappings. 
THEOREM 2.9 (KRASNOSELSKI). Assume 8 E U c P, where P is a closed 
convex cone in a normed linear space X with vertex 0, and U is a bounded 
open subset in C. Suppose that B(0. p) n P c U, U, = v\g(t& p), p > 0, and 
that /: o0 --t r(Y) -3 2’ is a compact sequence of mappings, satisfying 
(1) VuEP,J~uJ(=pandforeach1E(O,l],u&A~(u), 
(2) there is a y E P\ { 8) such that sy & u - ((u) V u E XJ (in P) and 
for each s > 0; 
then 4 has a fixed point in U,, with deg,(id - #, U,, 8) = -1, (I$ Nussbaum 
[22] or Amann (21). 
The following two bifurcation theorems due to R. Rabinowitz [22] and 
modified by E. N. Dancer and A. Amann are extended to our case. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let (X, P) be an ordered Banach space and / = #2 0 $, : 
[0, R ] x 0 + r(Y) + 2’ is a compact sequence of mappings for each R > 0 
and each bounded open subset U in P, such that $(A, 0) = 8 and #(O, .) = 8. 
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Suppose that there exists a compact positive linear operator 
T, E Y(P - P, X) such that the map 
go@, x) = 4% x) - ATox 
satisfies 
sup IIYII = o(llxll) near x = 0 in P, uniformly on 
YS&&LX) 
bounded 1 intervals. 
Suppose that T, has a simple positive eigenvalue A, with positive eigenvector. 
Then bifurcation from the line of trivial solutions occurs and the set 
c+ :=cl(Zf-l IR: x (P\8)) contains an unbounded subcontinuum emanating 
from l/A, where E = {(A, x) E IR \ x P ) x E @(I., x)}. 
THEOREM 2.11. Let (X, P) be an ordered Banach space and let 
$ = #z o $I : [O, R] x o-+ P(Y) --t 2’ be a compact sequence of mappings for 
every R > 0 and every bounded open subset U in P. Suppose that there exists 
a compact positive linear map T, E Ip(P -P, X) such that the map 
g,@, x) = #(A, x) - JT,x 
satisfies 
IlYll ,. 
Yz:L I(xIJ 
as 1(x1( -+ 03 in P, uniformly on 
bounded I intervals. 
Suppose that T, has a simple positive eigenvalue A, with positive eigen- 
vector. Then the subcontinuum %? of C+ passing through (l/A,, 00) either 
has unbounded projection on iR, or has a non-empty intersection with 
(CR+ x Vi)* 
The following Leray-Schauder theorem also has its counterpart in set- 
valued form. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let (X, P) be an ordered Banach space and 4 = $* 0 $, : 
[0, R ] x u -+ lJ Y) -+ 2’ is a compact sequence ‘of mappings for every R > 0 
and every bounded open subset U in P. Suppose that 4(0,8) = 0 and that 8 is 
the only fixed point of #(O, e); moreover, suppose that there exists a p > 0 
such that #(O,x)Buax VxES,+={yEPI((yl(=p}, Va21. Then the 
solution set C = ((A, x) E F4 !+ x P ) x E $(A, x)} contains an unbounded 
subcontinuum containing (0, 0). 
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The proofs of Theorems 2.10-2.12 are the same as those for the theorems 
for single-valued mappings, so we omit them. 
Remark 2.1. Theorems 2.4-2.9 (except Theorem 2.7) are extensions of 
some basic fixed point theorems for single-valued mappings as well as for 
convex-set-valued mappings. Those extensions for convex-set-valued 
mappings were given by J. W. Larsy and R. Robert [ 171 (Theorem 2.4), Ky 
Fan [14] (Theorem 2.5), T. W. Ma [20] (Theorem 28), Cellina [5] 
(Theorem 2.8), etc. 
3. DNDE AND THE SET-VALUED MAPPINGS 
In the following, two kinds of problems are considered: 
A (xv Du) u(x)= 4(x, u(x)) in RclR” 
(1) au -- 
BVA an 
E P(u)9 
(3.1) 
where 
A(x, Du) = -i,$ 1 $ a&, u, Vu) T& + c(x, % VU), (3.2) 
1 J 
with C;~=lau(x,r,p)C,C>,a EyEi {f, a>O, (x,t,p)EaXR’Xw”; 
/?:w+2* is a maximal monotonic graph; and $(x, t) is a function defined 
on a x IR ‘, with N-measurable 
&G 2) = lim )(x9 0, $7(x, t)= iii&,+ 0(x, 0 (cf. PI). 
tt-rt 
The coefficients aU(x, t,p), i. j = l,..., n, c(x, t,~) are assumed to be 
sufficiently smooth. 
(2) Parabolic equation: 
; u + A(x, t, Du)u = 4(x, 6 4x, t)) in QT=s2 x (0,7’) 
au -- 
av/d 
E P(u), (3.3) 
an x (0.T) 
u(x, 0) = 0 on 0 X (0). 
The notations have the same meaning as their counterparts in (1). 
In solving problem (1) (or (2)), we consider the set-valued mapping 
505/49/l-2 
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F: u(x) -, [$(x, u(x)), 6(x, u(x))], and attack the following set-valued 
equation instead of the original one: 
d(x, D) 4x1 E W)(x) in L9, (3.4) 
where &(x, D) denotes A(x, D(x)) or a/at + A (x, Du(x)) and @ denotes &! 
or R x (0, T) in both cases. 
It is worth noting that every solution of &(x, D)u = 4(x, u(x)) must be a 
solution of (3.4), if 4(x, t) < 4(x, t) < 6(x, t); but the converse is not true in 
general. Here is a simple example: the equation 
-y”= l 
I 
if y > 0, 
-1 if y < 0, (3.5) 
has its set-valued equation 
I 
1 if y > 0, 
-y = i-1, +1] if y = 0, (3.6) 
-1 if y < 0. 
It is easy to see that y 5 0 is a solution of (3.6) but not of (3.5). In [7,8] we 
have introduced the concept of optimality of a discontinuous function with 
respect to a given differential operator. Here we are going to modify the 
concept in order to meet the need of many more problems. 
DEFINITION 3.1. We say a function 4(x, t) defined on 9 x R i satisfies 
the condition (C’), if except an O-measure set in 9 the set D = {(x, t) E 9 x 
R l I $(x9 0 f $(x9 01 consists of at most countable local IV:-surfaces on GS, 
and if two such surfaces agree at some point x, they agree in some 
neighbourhood of x. 
A local IV:-surface on 9 is a point set of the type ((x, f(x)) E 
g’ x IR’ 1 t(x) E W@?Z’),Oc and g’ is an open subset in GS}. 
Remark 3.1. The condition (C’) includes the condition (C) in [7,8] as a 
special case. 
Now we denote E = {(x, t) E D ( d(x, D) f(x) & [9(x, f(x)), 6(x, t(x))] ) 
and introduce 
DEFINITION 3.2. The function 6(x, t) is said to be optimal with respect 
to (&, 4) if 
&x9 t) = ]ytxyD) qx) 
if (x, t) E CD U E, 
if (x, I) G CD U E, (3.7) 
where CD means the complement of D. 
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Then we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose that u E W:(9),,, satisfies the set-valued 
equation (3.4), where the function 4(x, t) satisfies the condition (C’); then u 
must be a solution of the equation 
&(x9 D) u(x) = &, u(x)), x E D, a.e. (3.8) 
In particular, if $= 4, then u is a solution of the original equation: 
J(x, D) u(x)= 4(x, u(x)). 
ProoJ If (x, u(x)) 6?? D, then it is obvious that [$(x, u(x)), $(x, u(x)] = 
?4x9 u(x)> = tk u(x)). s o we only want to look at the set D. Let 
R = {x E L9 ( (x, u(x)) E D}, except a null set in g, (x, u(x)) must lie on the 
at most countable local W:-surfaces: 
R=cR,, R m = {x E 9 ) u(x) = t,(x)) m = 1,2,..., 
rn=l 
provided by the G. Stampacchia theorem (cf. [24] or Chang [8]), 
d(x, D) u(x) = &(x, D) tm(x) a.e. on x E R,. (3.9) 
For (x, u(x)) E 4 combi@% d(x, D) f,,,(x) @ [$J(x, f,,,(x)), 6(x, t,(x))], 
J(x, D) U(X) E [$(x, u(x)), @(x, u(x))] with (3.9), we have the assertion that 
the set {x E @ ( (x, u(x)) E E} has measure zero; and the proof is complete. 
The examples which appeared in Section 1 are all self-optimal, i.e., 6= $. 
Let us check them. 
In Example 1, D=((x,t)~J2xlT?‘~t=ty(x)}, t(x)=ty(x) and 
E = {(x, v(x)) 1 -Aw(x) >f(x)}. Then we have 
&, 0 = ]yTx) 
if (t z V(X)) or (t = w(x) but -Av(x) >f(x>), 
if (t = v(x) and -dv(x) <f(x)), 
= Ql(XY 0
1 
if t # w(x), 
min(--44xMx)) if t = v(x), 
= 9(x, 0. 
Examples 2 and 5 are trivial. 
In Example 3, D = {(x, t, U) E 0 x (0, ZJ x IR ’ ( u = 0}, and E = {(x, t, 0) ( 
0 @ [-I, 01 +x,&x) + &x, O)} = C(0) x (0, T) x {O), then we have 
&x, 4 u> = 
xcco,(4 
I 
+ &x, 0) - H(u) if u # 0 or (x, t, u) E E, 
o if (x, t, 0) 4 E, 
= )(x, t9 u), 
provided by the fact that xc&x) f g(x, 0) = 0 if x & C(0). 
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Regarding Example 4, it is assumed that there are at most countable 
jumps in t of the function a(x, t), and denote the jumps to be t = t,, t,,... . 
Since the functions wi(x, t), i = 1,2, are non-decreasing in t, the functions 
lyi(X, t, + 0) - v,(x, t, - 0), i = 1,2, are non-negative upper semi-continuous 
in x, so the set aik = {x E 0 ) v,(x, t, + 0) - vi(x, t, - 0) # 0) is open. The 
set D={(x,t)ES2xlU113i,k such that yi(x,t,+O)#~i(x,t,-O))= 
Uzl,i=1+2 {(x7 tk) ( x E Qi,k}* But d(x, D) t, = 0, and $(x3 tk) = O&G tk) + 
v,(x, t, - 0) - w2(x, t, + 0) > k(x) > 0 provided by assumption (l), we have 
E = D. This implies T= 4. 
4. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR FREE BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 
In this section, the results of Sections 2 and 3 will be used to discuss the 
existence of various free boundary problems arising in Section 1. We solve 
them as follows. 
lo (The obstacle problem). Let $(x, t) be the function defined in (1.7). 
Define 
then, F: C(a) -+ r(Lp(fl)), p > 1, is an U.S.C. set-valued mapping (cf. 
Chang[8]). Let K be the Green operator of -A with homogeneous Dirichlet 
data. Due to Agmon-Douglise-Nirenberg and the Sobolev embedding 
theorem K: Lp(Jz) -+ IV@) G C(a), p > n/2, is a linear compact map. We 
have 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that (f, w) E Lp(Q) X W;(0), p > n/2, and 
y JaR > 0; then there exists unique solution u E Wi CT W#2) of the obstacle 
problem (1.5), (1.6). 
Proof: Choosing C = K[ f A (-Aty), f 1, where f A (-Aw) means 
min{ f(x), -Ay(x)} and [f A (-AW),f ] is the order inferval in Lp(Q). 
Obviously, C is a non-empty compact convex set in C(Q). Let 4 = K o F, 
then 4: C(a) + r(C@)) is a U.S.C. set-valued mapping which maps C into C. 
Provided by Theorems 2.5 and 3.1, the existence of the solutions u follows 
directly, and that u e Win w#2) is through. 
Regarding the uniqueness, assume ui, i = 1,2, are two solutions of (1.5) 
and (1.6). Observing the set E = {x E D 1 u*(x) > u,(x)}, we have 
-A@, - ~2) 
I 
GO if u,(x) = v(x), 
=o if q(x) < v(x), 
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on this open set. Due to the Maximum Principle, E = 0, i.e., U,(X) < z+(x). 
Similarly, we have U,(X) > u,(x), that is, ui(x) = u,(x), for all x E a. 
Let us turn to a more complicated boundary value problem. Let 
p: R * + 2”’ be a maximal monotonic graph. We now attack the following 
problem: 
1 
I 
min{f(x), C--d + c>v} 
-fiu+cu= f(x) 
if u>v/, 
if U<V, 
in R 
-&P(u) 
(4.1) 
on XJ, 
where c > 0 (c is supposed to be positive only when the problem -AU = 0, 
-(c%@z) E p(u) h as a non-trivial solution). We do it as before, but let K 
denote the operator u = Kg if 
-h+cu=g in R 
It was proved in [Brezis, 41 that the nonlinear operator K: LP(sZ) + C(a) is 
uniformly continuous and compact for p > n/2. So the set-valued mapping 
$ = K 0 F is no longer a convex set-valued mapping, but a sequence of 
mappings of type II. Fortunately, the degree theory and the fixed point 
theorems for this class of set-valued mappings were established in Section 2, 
therefore we have no difftculty in proving 
THEOREM 4.1’. Suppose that (S, y) E Lp(Q) x W$2) with @/vlan > 
-/?(w), p > n/2; then there exists unique solution u E W$l) n Wj,(L?), 
l/p’ = l/p - l/n, of Equation (4.1). 
In the existence part, the proof is the same as in Theorem 4.1, only 
C = i%K[ f A (-A + c)w,f] is taking the place of K[JA (-dty),f]. In the 
uniqueness part, a modification of Lemma 4.1 in [8] is taking the place of 
the maximum principle. 
Remark 4.1. Both Theorems 4.1 and 4.1’ were obtained in [Brezis, 41. 
The proofs presented here are new; the advantages are twofold: (1) the 
existence and the regularity of the solution are obtained simultaneously, and 
(2) it reveals why the regularity of the obstacle problem is so different from 
the usual BV.., i.e., no matter how smooth the function f is, the solution u 
has to remain in Wi. Moreover, the condition +/ar > -$(I,u) seems like it 
can be dropped out, if some of Brezis positivity results are applied. 
Remark 4.2. We have seen in the above example how the sequence of 
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mappings is used. Almost all problems discussed later have the 
corresponding non-linear boundary value problems. Since the method has 
been explained, we shall restrict ourvelves to the Dirichlet problem for 
simplicity. 
2’ (Seepage surface problem). Essentially, this problem is the same as 
the above problem; the differences lie in: 
(1) the boundary value is inhomogeneous, 
(2) the domain is a rectangle (not smooth). 
Noticing that the boundary conditions at the corners of the rectangle are 
consistent, it is easy to construct a function w,, E C’(fi), where D = (0, a) x 
(0, h), such that w,, laD satisfies all boundary conditions in (1.8). Let 
u = w0 - w, and the problem is reduced to solving 
-Au = -Aw, + H(w, - u) = 
I 
-Aw, if u(x)> w,(x), in D 
-Aw, f 1 if u(x) < oO(x), 
(4.2) 
u lao = 0. 
Let K be the Green operator of -A with homogeneous Dirichlet data again. 
Applying the Mihlin-Fourier Multiplier theorem directly, we have 
K: Lp(D) + W:(D), p > 1. (In the rectangle case, we express the solutions of 
the Poisson equation by double Fourier series.) Then we obtain 
THEOREM 4.2. For each p > l(=n/2), there is a unique solution 
w E Wi n W;(D) for the seepage surface problem (1.8). 
Remark 4.3. By a different method, Baiocchi et al. [3] proved that 
w E HZta@), where CJ E [0, f). 
3” (Stefan problem). Now we turn to a more general problem. 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose that Q(x, t, u) is defined on Sz X (0,T) X R ’ such 
that the correspondences $ and 4 are N-measurable, and that there is a 
function M(x, t) E LP(QT), where QT = LI X (0, T), p > n, such that 
14(x, t; u)l < wx, 0 V(x,t)EQ,,uER’; 
then there exists a solution u E Wi*‘(Q,) of the equation 
(4.3) 
with 
$ -Au E [$(x, t; u(x, t)), $(x1 t; u(x, t))] 
u(x, 0) = u(x, t) IX&R = 0. (4.4) 
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Proof: Similarly, we define F: C@,) --) I’(Lp(oT)) and K: L”(Qr) -+ 
IVi*‘(QT) as in Theorem 4.1, then 4 = K o F is a compact set-valued 
mapping on C(Q,). Choosing p = J(MjILP(orJ, and C = KB(8,p), we obtain 
our conclusion by the method used in Theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Suppose that y(t) is a non-decreasing function defined 
on R ‘, sometimes we write !P(t) as the maximal monotone graph (set-valued 
mapping on R’): t I+ [ty(t - 0), w(t + O)]. Suppose (f, w,,) E Lp(Q,) X 
Wi*‘(QT); then there exists a unique solution u E Wi9’(Q,) of the equation 
&4 
at -Au Ef(x, t) - W - W&G G), (xv 4 E Qv 
u(x, 0) = 0, XEf?, (45) 
ax, t) I 8R x (0.T) = 0. 
Proof: Let u+(x, t) be the solution of the following linear problem: 
+-Au+ =f+(x; t) - Y(-w,(x, t) - 0) 
at in Q,, 
(4.6) 
u+(x, 0) = u+(x, f) lanx(0.T) = 09 
where f+ = max{ f, 0). We are going to prove that if u is a solution of 
Eq. (4.5), then u < u, . In fact, on the set E, = {(x, t) E QT 1 u(x, t) > 
u+(x, 01, 
@-u+)<f-vvI( -wo(x, t) - 0) -f+ + y(-w,(x, t) - 0) < 0 
by the maximum principle, E, = 0. Similarly, we have a lower bound u- for 
U: 
-$ u- -Au- =f-(x, t) - w(-wo(x, t) + 0) in Q,, 
u-(x, O)=.O in 0, (4.7) 
u-(x, t) = 0 on X? X (0, 7). 
Therefore there is an a priori bound of the solutions of (4.5): 
Ilull cccT,, < r = const. 
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Every solution of (4.5) must be a solution of 
(4.8) 
where 
How the function 
4(x, t; u) =f(& 0 - v’(u - wo(x, f)> 
satisfies all conditions in Theorem 4.3. The existence is through. 
The uniqueness follows from the monotonicity of v and the Maximum 
Principle. I 
COROLLARY 4.2. Suppose that (g,, g)ELP(Q,)x W~--(“p)*o(I” X (0, T)), 
p > n, and that P and r” are suflciently smooth; then there exists unique 
solution of the Stefan problem (1.10). 
5. MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS 
First, let us consider the Elenbaas equation (1.12). Apparently, there is a 
trivial solution for each 1; but the solutions interested in physics are 
nontrivial. We shall prove that under the assumption T > U > 0, there exists 
1” < A,, the first eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem of the Laplacian, -A, 
such that there are at least two distinct non-trivial positive solutions for 
(1.12) if 1 E (A*, A,), and at least one non-trivial positive solution for (1.12) 
if n>,I,. 
The following method has been used in [lo], where only single-valued 
mappings were used. 
In this section, we use the following notations: 
where 
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and 
where 
if t>T--U, 
ii t<T-U. 
T > U and the constant U > 0 are assumed. Let # = K o F, v/ = K 0 G be 
set-valued mappings in C(fi), where K is the Green operator of (-A), and let 
(h, A,) be the first eigenfunction and eigenvalue of (--A). For every S > 0, 
R > 0, we denote P(h, 6, R) by the set Un ,,, D?(h, S)\B(& R), where B(h, S) 
is the ball centered at h with radius 6. 
LEMMA 5.1. 
Sup 11~ -K~Illll~ll-,O as I(u(( --t co. oar(u) 
Proof: In fact, 
so 
-T <f(t) - t <f(t) - t < T. 
where e = K( 1). 
LEMMA 5.2. For every E > 0, there exist 6 > 0 and R > 0 such that 
sup Ilvll < E for u E P(h, 6, R). 
VSry(U) 
ProojI Let K(x, y) be the integral kernel of K, then 
O<K(x,y) < 
c 
lx-yl”-’ 
for (x,y)EQxn, xfy, C=const. 
Choose 6, > 0 such that 
I K(x, Y> dy < & uniformly in x E 0. B(X,&$ 
Fix 6 > 0 and R > 0 such that 
mes 
I 
Y E R I h(y) < T(T-U)+d[ <g, 
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For every u E P(h, 6, R), we have t > 0 such that 
h-6<tu<h+6 
with t < (1 + S)/jl u 11. Then we obtain the estimate 
mes{yEQIu@)<T-U}<mes yERlh(y)<G+ 
I 
(1 + s>p- U) 
R ! 
Let 
then 
~,=(~E~Iu(y)~T-~,lx-yl>,G,), 
~,={YE~I~(Y)~T-U,~X-Y~<~,), 
0, = {Y E ~2 I U(Y) > T- U}, 
I jK(XyY)g(u(Y))dY <~Tmes(yER/u(y)<T-U} 0 
++T<E 
for 24 E P(h, 6, R). 
LEMMA 5.3. For each E > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 such that each non- 
trivial solution u of the equation uA E A$(u,) with (A - A, 1 < 6 and 
I( ull(I > l/S has the decomposition 
where y, E Y, the complementary of { th ( t E R ’ } in C(6), and 
IIYAII < E0.t. 
Proof. Let Z = Im(id - A.,K), then id - A,K is a homeomorphism 
between Y and Z. The decomposition (5.1) is trivial, and oA > 0 provided by 
uA > 0. Let Q be the projection C(fi) --) Z, and let 
M= IIW-M>-’ Qll~,c,n,,~,~ 
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Since uA E A#(#,), 
(id-1,K)y,+1,Ku~~EI1Ku,+I(~(u,)-Ku,) 
Of 
yA E (A - A,)(id - A,K)-’ QKu, + L(id - A,K)-’ Q(q5(u,) -Ku,). 
Due to Lemma 5.1, there exists R > 0 such that 
SUP Ilb-RUAII <&ll%ll osr(ul) 
as u,>R. 
1 
Taking 6 < Min(l/R, s/4MIJK(J, A,}, we have 
that is, 
llY*Il < E * 0 as lIdI > +. 
LEMMA 5.4. There exists a 6 > 0 such that A < A, if uA E A$(u,), 
JIZ-IZ,l<6and)(u,l(> l/6. 
ProoJ Suppose that uL is such a solution, let < be the positive normal 
eigenvector of K* in C(.Q) *. For a positive E < U(& e), we have 6, > 0, 
R > 0, provided by Lemma 5.2, such that 
Sup Ilull <E if uEP(h,&,R). UE$(U) 
For this a,, provided by Lemma 5.3, we have S > 0, 6 < l/R such that 
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THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumption T > U > 0, there exist a A * c A,, 
and at least two distinct non-trivial positive solutions for Eq. (1.12) if 
A E (A*, A,). If A > A,, then there exists at least one non-trivial solution. 
ProoJ According to Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 5.1, the bifurcation from 
infinity occurs, i.e., the non-trivial solution set Zc+ = { (1, u) E RR”, x (P\{8}) ( 
u E Ad(u)} contains a subcontinuum %Y meets (A,, co). Furthermore, the set 
9 either has unbounded projection on R + or has a non-empty intersection 
with R + x {e}. But the latter case is impossible, for 
4(u) = 0 when ]]u]] < T- U. 
Due to Lemma 5.4, there is a 6 > 0, for these (A, u) E @‘, (A - A, ( < 6, 
IIullI > l/S, we have A < A,, i.e., 
c(A,--,I,)xP 
This proves that there is a non-trivial solution for each I > A,. Since G!? is 
a closed set, and Zt is locally compact, the subset g8 := [A, - 6, A,] x 
{v E PI ](v]] = 2/6} n%? is compact. Let A* = Sup{d E iR!+ ]g8}, then 
I* <A,. We are going to prove: VA’ E @*,A,), Qf? (A’} X (21 E P 1 
]] v]] < 2/6} # 0. In fact let ~=([~‘,co)X (uEPJllvJJ<2/6})U 
([1,+6/2,co)xP)n5F and C$=([O,A’]XP)U([A’,1,+6/2]X{vEPI 
IIvII a W)nqi we know that %Zz #0 for (A,, co) is a bifurcation point, 
and G?i # 0, provided by the assertion of Theorem 2.11; therefore 
g=@,U@2 and g1f7nz#0, they meet at A=A’; then there is a 
(A’, Us,) E Z+ with ]]un,]] < 2/6. Similarly, we can prove that there is another 
(A’, ux,) E C+ with ]] uf,]] > 2/6. The theorem is proved. I 
Remark 5.1. Equation (1.12) has been attacked by Cimatti [ 121, but 
only the existence of solutions for some 1 was proved. 
The last application, which is only a direct consequence of Theorem 2.12, 
extends the results of Kuiper [ 161 and Massabo [ 211. 
Let A(x, D; A) be a family of differential operators defined in (3.2), which 
depends uniformly continuously on the parameter ,l in every bounded 
interval; and let the function 4(x, t; A), which satisfies the assumptions (I), 
(2) on u(x, t) of Example 4, for fixed I, depend uniformly continuously on 
the parameter I in every bounded interval for fixed (x, t). 
Assume that the coefficient c in A(x, D; A) is non-negative. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Under the above assumptions, there exists a continuum of 
positive solutions for the equations 
1 
A (x, D; A)u = d#(x, U(x), A) in D, 
u IBfJ = 0, 
which joins (0, 0), and is unbounded in R ’ X IV@). 
ProoJ Define the set-valued mapping 
f’, : u t+ I [$(A u(x), 4,&x, 4x1, J>l 
as before and let KC be the Green operator of A(x, Du; A), which is also a 
linear operator for fixed u. Therefore the set-valued mapping 
A, : u I--+ Ki o F,(u) is convex set-valued. The assumptions in Theorem 2.13 
are all easy to check. The conclusion follows directly from Theorem 2.12 
and Theorem 3.1. 
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